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Published by U.S. cartoonist Joel Pett in 2009, ahead of the Copenhagen climate summit



The tidal Thames in a changing climate



Cooperation NOT Competition will help us survive and thrive 





Heather Hilburn BArch, AAGrad FRSA

CEO, TEP

@ThamesEstPart#TEPAnnualForum2019

Who are we?
VISION FOR TEP

Amy Pryor, BSc, MSc, FRSA FOR 

EP
The Land

- Graduate of Architectural Association
- Built Environment & Infrastructure Delivery
- Project Director & Design/Planning Advisor
- Urban Planning, Place Making, Heritage Protection
- Tourism, Visitor Experience Strategies
- Future & Master Planning, Cultural Programming
- Data Technology and the science of people flow
- Tower of London, Tate Modern, Turner Contemporary
- Queen Elizabeth Park Venues and Parklands
- Transformation of the River Lea
- The Arno, Italy River Micro-Plastics Campaign
- DCMS advisor on Social Enterprise Funding

The Sea
- Graduate of Marine Biology & Aquatic Science
- Estuarine & marine environment – whole systems
- Fisheries, habitat, water quality & maritime industry
- Project & process design, partnerships & management
- Fundraising, bid writing
- Stakeholder engagement & facilitation
- National advocacy – Coastal Partnerships, EYOC
- High Seas International Fisheries Consultant – 7 years
- MCZs, NTFLAG, Estuary Edges, Environmental Data
- Marine CoLABoration - Ocean Literacy, #OneLess, health & 

wellbeing
- National, regional & local networks

Bring built environment, estuary and coast together to tackle climate change



Project Team

CEO, TEP

@ThamesEstPart#TEPAnnualForum2019

Who are we?

VISION FOR TEP

Anna Patel, Fisheries & Project Management

Julia Lanoue, Data Scientist & Communicator

Wanda Bodnar, GIS & Data

Alice Watts, Learning Networks & Urban Planning

Yarema Ronish, Volunteer

Eve Sanders, Field Work & Citizen Science

Maryam Abdalla, Accountant

Jacob Ashton, Interim Comms

Olivia Squires, Intern

Georgina Kosanovic, Volunteer

Plus our project partners ! 
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A joined up approach across land & water

VISION FOR TEP
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Access, One Ocean & Legacy

VISION FOR TEP

CEO, TEP
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Access, One Ocean & Legacy

VISION FOR TEP























Presented by Martin Hurst

Thames Estuary 2100: working together 
to combat climate change in London



Climate Change – UK leading the debate



UK Climate Projections 2018 (UKCP18)

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/collaboration/ukcp

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/collaboration/ukcp


Sea level rise in London



ageing flood defences

1879 Flood Act

Late 19th century update to Flood Act

1928 Flood and subsequent 1930 Flood Act

1970s Interim defences during the 
construction of the Thames Barrier



a growing city



Plan area

1.3m 
people £275bn of 

property

400 
schools

16 
hospitals

8 power 
stations

167km of 
railway

35 tube 
stations

51 railway 
stations

300km + 
of roads

4 world 
heritage sites

55km2 

designated 
habitat



Phase 1: Until 
2035

Maintain and 
improve current 
defences, 
safeguard areas 
required for future 
improvements, 
monitor change in 
the estuary and to 
the climate

Phase 2: Middle 15 
years

Raise existing 
walls, defences 
and smaller 
barriers whilst 
reshaping the 
riverside 
environment

Phase 3: To the 
end of the century

Determine and 
implement an 
option for the 
future of the 
Thames Barrier, 
adapt other 
defences as 
required to work 
alongside this to 
protect the estuary

2010 - 2035 2035 - 2050 2050 - 2100



Adaptive Pathways Approach



Our vision for the TE2100 Plan’s 10 year review

bring 
environment and
sustainability to 
the centre of the 
Thames Estuary 

2100 Plan

a new generation 
document that’s 
easy to use and 

more accessible to 
a range of users

reflect the latest 
climate change 
science, asset 
management 

knowledge and 
growth in the 

Estuary

a multi-partner, 
co-developed and 

co-owned Plan 
with shared 

branding

enhance the 
evidence 

underpinning the 
Plan, making it 
accessible and 

providing further 
clarity on the 

actions required to 
deliver it



Just a few of our TE2100 plan partners



2030

2080

2170











Taking a Systems 
Approach



Forum for the Future is a leading 

global sustainability non-profit.

For over 20 years we’ve been working in 

partnership with business, governments 

and civil society to accelerate the shift 

toward a sustainable future.

Introducing 
Forum for the Future

44

Forum for the Future is an international 
sustainability non-profit.

For over 20 years we’ve been working in 

partnership with business, governments 

and civil society to accelerate the shift 

toward a sustainable future.

We do this using systems and futures practice.

Introducing 
Forum for the Future

www.forumforthefuture.org





The world is a complex, interconnected, finite, 
ecological-social-psychological-economic system. We 
treat it as if it were not, as if it were divisible, 
separable, simple and infinite. Our persistent, 
intractable, global problems arise directly from this 
mismatch.

Meadows, 2000



Change happens at different scales and altitudes











Aims of #OneLess

- Structural system. Create a structural change in the way water is delivered in London, from 
single-use plastic packaging to a new refillable model. 

- Behaviour. Change the predominant drinking water behaviour in London, from using single-
use plastic water bottles to refilling refillable water bottles.

- Policy. Achieve policy and legislative changes at local and national level that enable and 
support the reduction of plastic pollution in the ocean.

- Values. Activate benevolent human values to elicit a positive behaviour change and to 
increase the sense of connection between people and the ocean. Communicate a wide range 
of ocean services and ocean value.

- Action-learning. Facilitate, create, and learn from experiments and interventions.
- Wider impact. Use and share learning from London to scale our impact. 

Forum for the Future52



Capabilities for system change





THANK YOU

h.pathak@forumforthefuture.org











Climate Change, Adaptation and Recent Experiences on the Tidal Thames

5 November 2019

James Trimmer, Director of Planning & Environment

Port of London Authority



Winter Fluvial Flow at Teddington Weir



Red Flag Warning at the PLA’s Richmond Lock





























































THE illuminated River

The ILLUMINATED RIVER





Additional Support

artist architect cost consultant PD

environmental ecology planning heritage

structural engineer marine engineer MEP / lighting design engagement

measured survey

bat survey

bird survey

Design Team





The Artist



Legacy



Legacy



Ecological Survey



Ecological Survey

bats

fish

birds

invertebrates



Ecological Survey



Ecological Survey



Luminance Survey



Recommend lowering luminance of Albert Bridge



Understanding the Context



the teamDeveloping the Artwork



Developing the Artwork



Developing the Artwork



Developing the Artwork



Developing the Artwork





Developing the Artwork



The Installation



The Installation





















Westminster Bridge













Before



After

















Photo credit: @LMasseyImages 

The London National Park 
City. 

Thames Estuary Partnership, Annual Forum. 05 November 
2019. 
Ben Smith
@Smithster76



ALL STAFF CALL

CLIMATE ACTION IN 
MEGACITIES, 2015

DEADLINE 2020, 2016 THE FUTURE OF URBAN 
CONSUMPTION IN A 1.5 
WORLD, 2019

CITY CLIMATE HAZARD 
TAXONOMY, 2015

Cities and climate change

INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT, 2019

NATURE, HIP-HOP, 
DANCE, SPORT, FASHION, 
ARTS, CULTURE



ALL STAFF CALL

Head or heart?



• Daniel Raven-Ellison
• Former Geography Teacher 
• Guerrilla Geographer & Creative Explorer
• London National Park City Founder 



What if?
Why not? 

We inspire people through our campaigns 

and outreach. We connect individuals, 

communities, businesses and government 

agencies so that we can act together for a 

greener and healthier London.

− GREENER

− HEALTHIER 

−WILDER 

A VISION

north design



Photo credit: @LMasseyImages 

− PROPOSAL
− CAMPAIGN
− EVENTS / MEDIA
− CITIZENS
− COMMUNITIES
− BUSINESSES
− THE MAYOR

−

5 YEARS!
−



LAUNCH DAY!
−





• Nature  

− THE FOUNDATION
− INTERNATIONAL CHARTER
− 25 x 2025



…STARTING IN LONDON

Photo credit: @LMasseyImages 

DELIVERING ON THE VISION

PARTNERSHIPS







Optimists, artists, rewilders, local 
guides, game-makers, 
photographers, gardeners, 
writers, first aiders, teachers, 
storytellers, natural navigators, 
fundraisers, mappers, tree 
planters, rescuers, expert guides, 
play street organisers, hedgehog 
hole makers, poets and people 
with other skills and talents to 
share with others.

Vision & mission aligned with TEP and 
wanting to drive change through 
networks and partnership. Help find us 
the best Rangers! 





With thanks - for allowing me to work flexibly and accommodating my 
voluntary work: 

Contact details: 

ben-g.smith@arup.com

ben.smith@nationalparkcity.org

www.nationalparkcity.london

www.nationalparkcity.org 













Workshops

• Five topics with a corresponding 
overarching question:

• Plastics and Litter – How do we stop 
plastic pollution in the Thames?

• Skills and Training – How do we 
tackle the skills deficit to meet our 
climate emergency?

• Communications and Behavioural 
Change – How do we communicate 
better for behaviour change?

• Access and Interpretation (digital, 
physical) – How do improve 
connections to the River?

• Finance and Funding – How do we 
unlock funding and finance 
opportunities?



Open Space is a powerful tool for engaging large and small 
groups of people in discussions to explore particular questions or 

issues. It can be used with groups of 10 to 1,000 people. It 
enables people with ideas and energy to connect, creating the 

opportunity to turn ideas into action. 

• Question holder – lead & record the discussion

• Busy Bee - They flit from conversation to 
conversation, cross-pollinating conversations, 
bringing new ideas and fresh eyes to the table

• Butterfly – hanging out, drinking tea, thinking, 
personal reflection

Open Space



Four Rules, Three Roles and One Law
• Question holder – lead & record the discussion

• Busy Bee - They flit from conversation to 
conversation, cross-pollinating conversations, 
bringing new ideas and fresh eyes to the table

• Butterfly – hanging out, drinking tea, personal 
reflection

"Law of two feet“

If you find you are not learning or contributing use 
your ‘two feet’ to move to another session or take 

a break for personal reflection.



Over to you!

• Suggest a question - you will be the ‘question holder’ and lead a 
small, informal discussion group on that topic

• Pick the type of conversation you want to host: problem solving / 
inspiration / collaboration / brainstorming / reflection

• Marketplace over lunch: submit a question on a post-it with your 
name or choose a discussion group to start with.












